
Quality...Is In All We Do.
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Quality Production Management (QPM) provides its clients with premier operations 
management services within the continental United States. Founded in 2007, QPM 
is comprised of contract operations services incorporating offshore production and 
plant/pipeline operations, managed properties, logistics coordination and platform 
maintenance.

QPM’s commitment to quality is built on the knowledge and expertise of its specialized 
workforce, focused on providing the United States with high quality production operators 
with a focus on safety, efficiency and productivity who deliver more than just by-the-
book tasks; they perform evaluations, process improvements and detailed planning 
on every project. A supplemental labor division provides clients with premier start-up 
and operations management services along with production operators, mechanics, 
electricians, field foremen and superintendents.

Over the years, QPM’s excellence has flourished and our commitment to knowledge and 
expertise has followed suit. Our competitive workforce has merited us an exceptional 
reputation along the Gulf Coast region. 
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O�ering Quality and Expertise in:
       Contract/Supplemental Labor 

       I&E/Electrical/Compliance Technicians 

       State Water/Land Operations 

       Plant/Pipeline Operations 

       Transport: Contract/Supplemental

  Helicopter Loop Service
  Vessel/Marine Transportation
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Quality Production & Management
While detailed planning on every project is vital to QPM, safety is also a leading and top priority. 
With 35+ years’ experience in offshore production and more, Quality Production Management 
service offerings are unlike any other within the continental United States. 

Lafayette-based Quality Production Management has serviced the oil, gas and pipeline industry 
for longer than a decade. Whether offshore production, plant/pipeline operations, managed 
properties, logistics coordination or platform maintenance, our operations management services 
are unmatched. QPM is that level of expertise you are seeking for your next performance evaluation, 
process improvement or detail-oriented approach on that operations project. Quality Production 
Management operations management services and personnel hold true to the motivation behind 
our business.

The Quality Production Management training lab provides a setting for developing and verifying 
the technical skills needed to efficiently and safely perform the duties required for a production 
operator, measurement technician and I&E technician. Skills in process systems, instrumentation, 
electrical, mechanical, safety and computers, along with soft skills, such as communication and 
teamwork, are all part of the Quality Production Management’s training lab curriculum and our 
competency assurance system. 
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